
CAREFREE DAYS
A long afternoon with the simple delights of summer—picking daisies, look-
ing for shapes in the clouds. This sweet dress captures innocent, carefree 
days of summer remembered. Floral on sky blue, edged with contrasting 
floral bands in white, gold and dark blue. Crocheted lace trim at neckline; 
handkerchief hem for a fun touch. Ties in back for fit. 50" at its longest point. 
Imported. Rayon; hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A50201  Sky Blue Hanky Hem Dress  $48

NEW! 
MIDSUMMER’S 
DREAM

Find yourself in a magical 
landscape of starry skies, 

peaceful birds and quiet flowers. 
Lightweight topper drapes you 
in a swirl of semi-sheer chiffon 
in twilight-toned watercolor. 
Curved high-low hem 
approx. 36" in back. One-
button closure at neck. 
Imported. Polyester; hand 
wash. Sizes S-XL.
A60497  Midsummer’s          
                Dream Topper  $75

NEW! BLUE SKY
EXCLUSIVE! A glimpse of blue sky, 
a world of possibilities. Bright  blue 
faceted chalcedony pairs with a drop of 
midnight blue iolite and sterling silver 
on these luminous earrings.
J10738  Product Name  $42

POWER OF 
THE SUN
A trinity knot in the fiery 
colors of the sun—warm 
copper, shining bronze, 
silvery-white—speaks to 
the eternal power of the 
light. Gleaming bands 
of bronze-edged copper 
finish this dramatic 
torc necklace. Approx. 
18" around overall. 
Imported from Ireland.
J21049  Trinity Knot    
                 Torc  $72

SUNSHINE 
WHEREVER 
YOU ARE
May sunshine follow wherever 
you go. Large faceted citrine 
gemstone shines amid 
beaming rays of sterling silver. 
Necklet chain adjusts 18-20". 
J21061  Citrine Rays Necklet  $76

actual size

actual size

PRIMAL ELEMENTS
Leather and metal—primal elements, combined here with grace and 
finesse. Silvertoned and copper wire twine around a leather cuff, forming 
eternal knotwork and delicate traceries. Cuffs are approx. ⅜" high.
J50037  Leather Bracelet—Celtic Knot  $30
J50038  Leather Bracelet—Celtic Weave  $30
J50035  Leather Bracelet—Celtic Bow  $30

Bow

Weave

Knot

NATURE’S SIMPLICITY
EXCLUSIVE! A single leafy stem—a reminder 
of the simple beauty of nature’s forms—twines 
around this ring. Tiny flower blooms at the end, 
a hidden delight. Tapered comfort-fit ring of 
sterling silver, sizes 5-10.
J75001  Rustic Leaf Ring  $45 actual size

NIGHT SKY
Silvery leaves glow as if brushed by moonlight. Beneath 
them blooms a drop of labradorite, a stone likened to 
the flickering colors of the northern lights. Coordinating 
pendant is a large faceted drop of labradorite. Natural gemstone; 
color will vary. Both sterling silver; chain adjusts 18-20". 
J10702  Silver Leaves & Labradorite Earrings  $72
J21058  Faceted Labradorite Pendant  $65

actual size

NEW! IN THE 
GARDENS OF YOUR 
IMAGINATION
A kaleidoscopic trip though the 
gardens of your imagination. A 
profusion of multi-hued flowers 
floats on this airy mesh top, 
with double layers gliding 
flowers over flowers for 
amazing effect. Black knit lining 
to waist. Imported. Polyester; 
hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A60458  Kaleidoscopic Flowers 
            Top  $45

NEW! DANCE OF SPRING
Step easily in a field of colorful wildflowers, 

dancing with spring delight. Hand-
painted, etched and laser-cut flowers 

brighten these denim-blue leather 
clogs, blooming atop toes and  
on the leather-wrapped heel. 
Cork sole, with rubber outsole; 
strap adjusts with Velcro closure. 
1¾” heel, 1” sole. European (U.S.) 

sizes 35 (4½-5), 36 (5½-6), 37 
(6½-7), 38 (7½-8), 39 (8½), 

40 (9), 41 (9½-10),  
42 (10½ -11).
B70098  Wildflower    

                   Clogs  $100

NEW! MAY YOUR  
DAY BE BRIGHT
Golden sun, aqua sea, fluffy clouds—a 
bright day lies before you, and the world is 
yours to explore. Faceted aqua chalcedony 
pendant centers a gold-tone chain 
accented with tiny pearls. Adjusts 17-19”.
J21078  Chalcedony Pendant with Tiny   
                 Pearl Beads  $25
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